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I . . 
New Education Plan Defeated 
MISTER FTU AND FRIENDS -- President Charles N. Millican seems to be making a point preceding the 
Friends of the lhiversity dinner given in his honor last Wednesday evening. His appreciative audience, aside 
from ·wife Frances, are State Rep. Bob Milburn, left, who was master of ceremonies for the event, and Morris 
McClelland, president of the Friends group, which is composed primarily of parents of FTU students. Nearly 
300 turned out at the Robert Meyer in Orlando to salute the Millicans. 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
__,111111.lllllllllHD 
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Miss F'l?U Pageant Killed 
After Long 'Battle Of Bills·' 
"It's a dead issue," Student 
Government President Frank San try 
said Tuesday. about the Miss FTU 
Pageant. Vice president Charles 
Simpson agreed, and Senator Skip 
Tann, (junior-General Studies) said 
Teviving the issue would be like 
"whipping a dead horse.'' 
The pageant, which alternately 
underwent support and rejection 
since the beginning of winter 
quarter, lost the Student 
Government's endorsement 
Thursday~ Feb. 3. 
At the SG meeting the bill 
endorsing the pageant, which was 
passed the previous week, was 
By Beth Weilenman The pageant had problems from 
challenged by several senators who the beginning~ since no funds had 
had circulated petitions and said 175 been budgeted for the 1972-73 Miss 
of 200 students they approached FTU contest. A survey of 225 
had signed them. Student students taken by Karen Gay, 
Government reconsidered the (freshman, General Studies), showed 
endorsement, and voted 15 to eight 60 per cent of these students 
against the pageant, with three opposed the pageant. And after 
abstentions. The endorsement at the Senator Gay, and Senator Bill 
January 17 meeting had also Kruskamp (freshman, education) 
received a 15 to 8 vote. After the attended the Mis.5 Florida workshop, 
defeat of the endorsement at the they returned with the report that 
February 3 meeting, Senator Billie Miss FTU could not participate in 
Kolar (graduate, social sciences) the Miss Florida Pageant because 
withdrew the bill for allocation of FTU had no franchise. 
funds, which she had sosponsored In spite of these difficulties, the 
with Tann. contest was endorsed by SG after 
Student Bill Of Rights 
To Get First Reading 
several instructors, including 
Frances Johnso·n of the 
communication department, 
addressed the meeting January 27. 
Mrs. Johnson, who also produces the 
Mis.5 Florida Pageant, said FTU did 
have a franchise. and the 197 2-7 3 
winner would be eligible for the state 
level of the Miss America Pageant. 
However, with the submission of the 
petitions opposed to the pageant, SG 
reconsidered and defeated the 
endorsement bil). 
A proposed constitutional amendm~nt ou_tlining a. bill of rights and 
responsibilities . for FTU students received first readmg at the regular 
meeting of the Student 
Government Senate yesterday. 
The bill of rights is according to 
its principle drafter, SG Attorney 
General Mary Fran McHugh, 
designed to "define more definitely 
the rights and responsibilities of 
members in every area of the 
university community." 
The bill that reached the senate 
floor yesterday is according to SG 
President Frank Santry, "somewhat 
streamlined by compairson with the 
earlier drafts of the bill." 
The bill was originally drawn in 
I arge part from the Carnegie 
Foundation Model Bill of Rights 
and the American Civil Liberties 
Union Model Bill of Rights, and 
listed rights and responsibilities 
the university community," "rights 
a.rid responsibilities pertaining to 
the educational process," and 
"rights responsbiliities pertaining to 
campus regulation." 
"Personally," said San try, "I feel 
the bill is a little weak in the area of 
privacy of student records, and 
there could be more clarification in 
the area of forming and joining 
clubs and organizations." 
According to Santry, 
administration reaction to the bill 
has been "r~latively neutral. I 
personally feel that they are 
reserving judgment until they can 
see the end product. 
under four main headings with "There really is nothing difficult 
numerous subsections. to s w a 11 ow. It's a very 
The draft which reached the straightforward document, but 
senate outlines rights and there are a couple of areas which 
responsibilities under main headings the administration ma~ find 
of "general rights of members of questionable." 
Members of the volunteer 
committee to produce the pageant 
were disappointed; Mrs. Johnson 
said, "If the students really don't 
want to do it--if they're going to 
fight it, it would be hard to have it be 
a succes.5." 
Graduate student Mary Frances 
Baker said, "You know my opinion. 
,The wrong word was used. It wasn't 
a beauty pageant, it was a 
scholarsP,ip pageant." 
SG Vice president Simpson said 
however, that if the pageant was to 
be a scholarship _ contest, what was 
the advantage of giving money for 
someone to go to school if they did 
not need jt in the irrst place? Second, 
if they were ii:i need, then it would be 
best to put th-e $2,000 in a fund for 
needy students instead of just one 
(Continued on page 12) 
Askew Schedules 
Second Attempt 
By Linda Mettel 
Governor Reubin Askew's proposed educational restructuring plan 
was soundly defeated this week by the State House of Representatives. 
The House was unable to get the 3/5 majority necessary to pas.5 the 
question on to the Senate. 
Totals were two short in last 
Thursday's voting and six short in more practitioners to help with the 
Tuesday's reconsideration tally. teaching and to expose students to 
what they will see when they get 
House Speaker Richard outside." 
Pettigrew told the House that the President Charles N. Millican 
education issue would not be also expressed his opposition to 
brought up again this session . . several aspects of .the plan. "I don't 
Governor Askew said he would try see the solutiop of the alleged 
again for restructuring later in the problems of the two current boards 
session. Askew noted that the vqte (Board of Regents and Board of 
made it obvious that the House had 
seen the necessity of a revised Education) by setting up two other 
boards (Board of Trustees and education program. 
Dr. Louis Murray, member of Super Board)." 
the Florida Board of Regents, said, Millican was opposed to the 
"They (the committee) were trying appointing of the commissioner of 
to correct the ills of the system by education rather that the present 
system where he is elected. "The 
changing the structure. All they commissioner should be kept as an 
would have done is compound 
these problems by adding another (Continued on page 12) 
bur~a~cra~y~· de d that the Kale.idoscope 
recommendations had not been . 
explored fully enough for final ' T . · d. ' 
recommendations to be made. "The rem. en 0 us 
committee didn,t hear from enough 
consumers of educati?nal benefits Says· Lawson 
to make recommendations. 
"The structure of the plan was 
politically loaded and chances for a 
bureaucracy were too great. There 
would have been less input from 
the institutions and the public," 
Murray said. 
In relation to the proposed lay 
advisory board of trustees for the 
Florida state universities, Murray 
said, " e ne.ed laY .bocu:d me be.rs 
tor po icy making. Just to have an 
advisory board would have been 
useless. The time element in 
instigating problems is long enough 
as it is .... it would have been 
impossible with the new method," 
he noted. 
Murray cited several changes 
needed in the Florida educational 
system. One was in reference to the 
high cost of education. "We need to 
be more certain that the expensive 
programs we produce will be 
beneficial to society. We need jobs 
for graduates and we should change 
the curriculum around what we 
need," he said. 
He suggested that professors be 
placed in industry and business for 
a period of time each year, -and that 
faculty members be recruited from 
the outside, "instead of _ having 
people who haven't worked 
outside. Basically we need to get 
"Tremendous" is Dr. Ken 
Lawson's description of 
Kaleidoscope '72, The Village 
Center's alternative to homecoming. 
Lawson, director of the VC. called 
the Ace Trucking Company the most 
successful presentation of the 
program. "We had people crawling 
up the walls and standing outside •Tr':ICllCl:U::--___ _ 
them from there." 
Lawson was very pleased with the 
response to Edmund Skellings, the 
"electric" poet whose "Art of · 
Sound" last Friday combined poetry 
and music. 
Patch of Blue's "Big Slick and the 
Greasers" presentation, complete 
with motorcycles, 1950's rock and 
roll music, oil can and oversize 
combs, had the largest sustained 
audience of almost any program 
presented outdoor at FTU. The 
group, scheduled to play from 11 
a.m. to noon Tuesday on the VC 
green, finally packed up at 2:30 
p.m., with the crowd stiJl with them. 
The 100-100 dance had about 
250 persons from FTU attending, 
and Jim Poppleton and Lanny 
McHargue- won $100 scholarships 
last Saturday. 
Ton~ght, another performance of 
(Continued on page 12) 
. ' -
WFTU-TV WENT on the air Tuesday for the first broadcast this 
quarter, from their new quarters in the half-basement of the Library 
Building. The new stu.dios are well equipped, and have the added 
convenience of light-tracks suspended from the ceiling, so the lights can 




Freedom To Ref use 
The following is a letter directed to Hamp Carruth, editor of the 
Florida State University newspaper, the Flambeau. It has been written 
to a letter from Carruth requesting the support of the FuTUre for Jack 
Lieberman. 
Mr. Carruth: 
You speak of an injustice in the case of Jack Lieberman on behalf of 
the Federal Courts and your president. Stanley Marshall. yet in the 
same letter you flatly state that Lieberman did. indeed, violate 
Marshall's order by holding his class. Where is the injustice if the man is 
guilty of the violation? 
We will hope that our co-editors around the state will agree when we 
say that the most effective way to change a law is to do it within the 
framework of the system, and not by blindly charging at a windless 
windmill. The fact remains, regardless of all the appellations attached 
to the cause, that Mr. Lieberman violated wh~t he should have 
considered a law. The law was specific, and was for a purpose. The 
violation of that law constitutes an illegal action, and, in our opinion. 
and in the opinion of the courts of this land, that means Mr. Lieberman 
should be punished just as surely as if he brokeaspeedinglaworcheated 
Qn.~. t~s:t, 
FuTUre February 11,.1972 
,d ----' 
~j ~~. 1 5!'10Kl~6 I 
It seems that you are totally overlooking the bla.tant facts, and are 
being blinded by what you consider to be a rallying cause. Most 
students learn, Mr. Carruth, in basic political sc!ence courses that ' 
gove~ment run with no laws and central organization is called anarchy, 
and anarchy leads not to freedom, as you seem to hope, but generally 
to a dictatorship, or to total military control. 
ljetters IDn ID4t fbttnr 
If you feel that your freedom of speech is being infringed upon 
when President Marshall does not allow Mr. Lieberman to preach 
sedition against the present government, we suggest that you reread the 
Constitution which you so boldly defend. Article Ill, section 3 of the 
Constitution also spells out that treason is defined as a person 
"adhering to their (the United States') enemies, giving them (the 
enemies) aid and comfort." 
If you do not feel Mr. Lieberman fal:s into this category, we would 
call your attention to the United States Code of Law, Title 18, Chapter 
115, subsection 2385, Advocating Overthrow of Government. We 
quote: "Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or 
... __.___ ... .__ ~ .... -t,v "<>c:!D-_itu 11,,.~ir~hilitv or oroorietv of overthrowina or 
destroying the government of the United States .... by force or violence or 
by the assassination of any officer of any such government; 
or ... Whoeve~ organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, 
group or assembly of persons who teach, advocate or encourage the 
overthrow or destruction of any Such government by force or violence 
or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such society, 
group or assembly of persons, knowing the purpose thereof, shall be 
fined not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than 'twenty 
years, or both .... " 
In short, we are not in sympathy ~ any form with your cause, nor 
do we wish to be associated with it in any manner. We resent your 
televised implications that we will support you if we have editorial 
freedom. We do exercize that freedom, Mr. Carruth, and one of our 
forms of exercising it is to be able to stand up to your implications and tell 
you 'no.' 
On another occasion, for another reason, we might be interested in 
joining a coalition of student editors for the mutual benefit of the 
campus publications, but we will not be sullied by being tricked or 
forced into joining such a coalition in the name of trumped-up 
front-cause. 
Greek Vandalism 
Draws Frat Fire 
Dear Editor: 
· Horridscope Called 
'Waste Of Space' 
Dear Editor: 
'One Who Tried' 
Shares Experience 
Dear Editor: 
f ve never written a letter to the 
editor before in my life and I 
probably never will again; but that is 
not the point that I am trying to 
make. There is a group, or faction 
as it could be better called, known 
as WFTU radio and television, that 
for the past few quarters has been 
put.t.lu1; vuL Jc:tlly 1.aJio ;:,hvwo 
and weekly TV show, for the benefit 
of the FTU student. 
Also, many times an ad has 
appeared in the school newspaper 
requesting student aid to help run 
this complex that is so vital to our 
school and our students. This author 
was one of the many thousands to 
come to the aid of this bleeding 
organization. He went to the 
complex, thinking that. his lifelong 
dreams of becoming an integral part 
of such a complex were coming true. 
He walked in the complex into a 
midst of students sitting around just 
having a good time and sharing 
experiences. There he stood, and 
stood, and stood. Finally he decided 
he had better ~k someone for some 
help (it seemed strange to him 
because he thought he was the one 
giving of his time to help). 
After he asked if they needed any 
help he was told (in a 
"who-the-hell-is-this-guy ,, voice) to 
go see Paul. When he found Paul, he 
was told to see Bill. Bill told him to 
see F. Scott. F. Scott told him to see 
Scott and so on and so on. At least he 
found the guy to talk to, Dan. Dan 
asked him what he wanted to do and 
he finally decided on being a disc 
jockey. We would like to address this 
open letter to our Greek fraternity 
brothers on the campus of FTU. On 
the night of February 4, the ATO 
house was entered by individuals 
presenting themselves as members of 
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity. 
Various items dear to Alpha Tau 
Omega Fraternity were removed 
from the house without the 
permission of the brotherhood. 
Dan told him that he first had to 
· I am not a student of FTU. In fact learn the ropes, so he set him up 
I'm just in my second year of high with a "big brother'' to learn the 
school. My sister brings home your systems. Finally after many hours of 
newspaper once in a while which I work, he knew the ropes and landed 
enjoy reading, but ther~ is one his own show and was, in this 
column that I find below college auth_or's opinion, a fairly good 
level, or even high school level. I'm dee-Jay. Time passed and soon the 
referring to "Ye Ole Horridscope.', quarter ended. The new, aspiring 
The language is offensive, the dee-jay was told that if he wanted 
English is atrocious and the style another show next quarter that he 
leaves much to be desired. you are should submit his schedule to Cathy. 
partly to blame for allowing this He did so and ended the quarter. 
childish attempt at writing to be During the break he begged, 
displayed in your newspaper. In my h?rrowed and stole record~ to use on 
opinion, you are wasting valuable his show because the statmn had a 
space that could be used in a more poor supply. 
This is not the first incident of 
this nature. Brother fraternities have 
been both victims and violaters in 
this dishonorable behavior. It is time 
that actions of this sort ceased. Acts 
of vindictive nature and useless 
vandalism are not in keeping with 
the principles of brotherhood. In 
spite of the illegal nature of this act, 
we, the members of ATO are willing 
to forgive this offense and only ask 
that all fraternities respect the house 
and property of their brother 
fraternities. 
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity 
constructive manner. But, alas, when he returned to the 
Thank you for allowing me to complex the next quarter he 
voice my opinions. discovered, much to his surprise and 
distaste, that out of 60 hours of 
broadcast time that he had been left 
Valerie D'Ercole out of the on-the-air roster.He knew 
Sophomore that it wasn't the tim-es that .he had 
Bishop Moore High School put down as free were all used up (he 
had 35 free hours to use on the air) 
but that the person that had been 
so kind to him the quarter before 
had stabbed him in the back and had 
given the people that he liked six or 
more hours of air time, those that 
were okay, 2-5 hours of air time, 
those that were acceptable, one 
hour of air time and the "others" 
no shows. He finally figured out that 
the station manager must be playing 
favorites and that he wasn,t one of 
the station manager's favorities. 
any campus in the state university 
system. Certainly we can have better 
programming of entertainment than 
this. 
It's no wonder we ask "Whaf s 
happened to our young people." 
Most are clean and wholesome while 
others choose to participate in the 
hog wallow such as Big Slick. Pity ./ 
him and those who program. such 
trash. 
Oh, yes, one more little item. If Anonymous 
you nPPn anymore helo down there Ed. note: According to VC officials, 
put another ad in this paper and the crowd present for Big Slick and 
maybe fll come and try again. So for The Greasers was the largest 
now, goodby, all you gifted sustained crowd · for any 
broadcast personnel, and I hope performance in the history of FTU. 
yourdaycomessoon. Good luck and Apparently not everyone was 
always KEEP ON TRUCKIN'. offended. An obvious solution 
One who tried to help but didn,t woul~ be to have functions of this 
get the chance. type held inside so as not to offend 
passens-by. However, the attendance 
Director Praises averaged between 400-500 at any 
Students' Conduct given time, and no structure on 
campus can house over 300 people. 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to borrow a few lines 
of print to compliment the FTU 
student body for their help in the 
success of the recent musical 
production of "Stop The World ... " 
It takes the efforts of many students 
as well as the support of faculty and 
staff to present such a show. I would 
particularly like to thank not only 
those directly involved in the show, 
but also the studei'lts and faculty 
who so graciously helped ease the 
problem of the "packed houses" by 
adding chairs, and giving up their 
seats for community people. 
FTU has succe~fully met another 






So they play at the Back 
Door. Well, they should play at the 
Out House. It would be more fitting 
to the style of comedy they 
represent. 
I stood aghast at language was 
used during the campus presentation 
of this group until a student standing 
next to me muttered, "Nian, I can't 
take any more of this stuff." and 
left. 
I would have been embarrassed to 
death ~o have my mother, wife, sister 
or daughter ·witness our form of 
entertainment here on FTU's 
campus. Such filth and continuous 
derogatory remarks made toward 
our young women and the obvious 
easy sexual attitudes they have. I 
don't believe such so-called 
entertainment shou!d be allowed on 
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Liquor Rule Change 
Requested By SG 
A resolution calling for a change in the university policy which 
rohibits the presence of alcoholic beverages on campus was scheduled 
for first reading at yesterday's Student Government Senate meeting. 
, ''This r~solutio.n is S~dent months ago. 
Governments way of requestmgthe "FTU · · · •ty •th 
· •ty t ·d Ii 1s mammon now w1 
unh~ehrsi •t ot rdsecons1 ~r fria. pol cy its policy," said Santry, "'and 
, tf, . . ~c°' tl(Jll!l w 1c , ~ 1 s an now, IS. vo ous, personally 1 see no harm in l ' and which I personally am m favor of ' . 
. :t .. ,., b 1·. h · ,, ted SG students of legal age bemg able to / ./i '\ / he~~!n:~nk ~otrymmen - buy and consume alcohol on 
;,.,/ ;; < _ n · campus." 
TEP LITTLE sister Candy Watson and brother will serve a dual purpose, to raise money for the The resoluti~n reads in part, It .is hoped, Santry added, that 
Henry Popkin are taking part, along with 40 other upcoming Cerebral Palsy Telethon and to break the ".Whereas there is no Florida state the resolution will add emphasis to 
members of the fraternity, in a 17, day 10-hour ping present world record of 17 days, 8 hours. (Photo by law prohibiting t~e u~e of alcoholic the push to change the policy. "If 
pong mara~on at the Winter Park Mall. The marathon Henry Popkin) beverages on uruvers1ty campuses, there is no reasonable response to 
ECONOMY TIRE SALES 
AND SERVICE CENTER 





AUDI' SUNBEAM OPEL AUTO-UNION TOYOTA 
D~~~N NSU . $ l6 BMW VAUXHALL $27 DKW FIAT METROPOLITAN . FIAT ENG. FORD OPEL ENG. FORD VAUXHALL ·SIMCA TAUNUS TAU NUS TOYOTA . HILLMAN LOTUS . TRIUMPH 
HUMBER Phi$ l .59 F.E. 
' lox & Trade-lo LOTUS 
ALFA-ROMERO MG 165R-14· 
TOYOTA AUSTIN HEALEY AUDI . $29 AUSTIN GREMLIN . DIMLER BMW RAMBLER . FIAT DATSUN · MAVERICK LANCIA 
FACEL VEGA FALCON MORGAN 
MORRIS- COMET PEUGOT 
ROVER VALIANT Plus 1. 79 F.E. VOLKSWAGEN 
Tax & Trode-ln 
REPLACES 775x14 • F78x14·- .f70x14 
SIZE 205-14 REPLACES 825x14 - 678x14 • G70x14 
. SIZE 215-14 -REPLACES 85Sx14 - H78x14 - H70x14 
SIZE 205-15 R~PLACES 81 Sxl S - G78x15 - G70lC1 S 
SIZE 215-15 REPLACES 855x1 S - H7Bx15 - H70x15 






.FALCON. Plus 1.66 F.E. 
Tax & Trade-In CAPRI 
1:165R-15 ·) 
• ., ' .If 
PORSCHE $3l TRIUMPH · VOLVO: 
SALE 39.00 
SALE 44.00 . 2.S3 
SALE 49.00 2.as · 
SALE 48.00 2.6a 
SALE 53.0<J .. 3.'2o 
SALE 59.00. 
----- and whereas there is no Board of the resolution, the senate will likely 
Regents rule prohibiting the same, pass a bill to the same effect which 
and whereas other state universities would be considerably harder to 
allow students to possess and ignore," said Santry. 
consume alcoholic beverages on The resolution will be scheduled 
campus and whereas a policy for second reading and then final 
concerning alcoholic beverages is vote next Thursday. 
determined by the individual 
university.. "therefore be it 
resolved that the Student Senate of 
FTU expresses dissatisfaction with 
the presently existing university 
Professional Frat 
Hosts Conference 
policy ~onceming consumption of The FTU chapter of Phi Beta 
alcohohc beverages... Lambda, a coed professional 
. "We ~scussed this topic with business fraternity, will host the 
Vice president for Student Affairs annual Phi Beta Lambda-Future 
W. Rex Brown and his assistant Dr. Business Leaders of America 
Bill Brown last week," said Santry. (PBL-FBLA) District Conference 
"we did not receive a particularly t.omorrow. 
warm reception they were open Approxiniatefy 150 members of 
minded ab.out the subject." FBLA clubs from area high schools, 
Accordmg to Santry, three state as well as PBL members from FTU 
univerisities have no regulation and Lake Senior Community 
regarding the presence of alcohol College, will attend. 
on campus, and several of them sell Jan Beninate. PBL District III 
beer at the student unions. "The vice president, will address the 
most recent to open a rathskeller morning general assembly after 
(beer garden) type setup is Florida registration and breakfast. 
Atlantic University. They received Following the general assembly, 
approval from the Board of Regents members from both organizations 
for a beer license four or five will compete in several contests. 
Areas of como_etition_will b.etvnin 
snortnana, truent---afid puonc 
speaking. Competition will be on 
both high school and colle~e levels. 
A meeting will be held in LR 211 
at 5 p.m. Tuesday, to present a 
recorded lecture by psychologist 
Nathaniel Branden discussing the 
philosophy of Ayn Rand. 
Following lunch, winners of the 
contests will be announces at the 
second general assemble at which Dr. 
E. E. Miller, chairman of FTU's 
business deucation department, will 
present awards. Winners in the 
district competition may participate 
in state competition. 
Doll's 
UNIVERSITY GULF 




Comple~e brake job for $45 
Complt:te tu~e-up for $21 
OPEN From 6 am - io pm -
Mon. - Sat. 
Sun. 8 am - 8 pm. 
CRUfTYY -PIZZA 
Pizza Menu 12in. 14in. 16in. 18in . 
. Sm. Med. lg. X-Lg . 
Cheese . .. . .. ... . .. ... 1.20 1.70 2.20 3.10 
Cheese & Pepperoni ..... 1.85 2.35 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Bacon ... . ... . 1.85 2.35 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Hamburger .... 1.85 2.35· 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Ham .. . ...... 1.85 2.35 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Mushrooms ... 1.85 2.35 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Green Pepper ... 1.85 2.35. 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Anchovies ..... 1.85 2.35 3.00 3.90 
Cheese & Two Items .. .. 2.25 2.75 3.50 4.40 
Submarine Sandwiches 
Giant Super Deluxe 
$.89 
HOURS 
Daily 11 AM - Midnight 
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM - 2 AM 
Cheese & Three Items ... 2.50 3.00 3.75 4.65 Sunday 4 PM· 12 PM 
CRlfilY'S PIZZAB!J_RGER 2.50 3.00 3.75 4.65 
(CHEESE. HAMBURGER. GREEN PEPPER & ONIONI 
CRUSTY'S SPECIAL 3.00 3.50 4.25 5.15 
(CHEESE. PEPPERONI. HAM. MUSHROOMS. GREEN PEPPER. 
BACON. ONION & ANCHOVIESI 
CRUSTY'S SUPER . . . .. 2.50 3.00 3.75 4.65 
(CHEESE. PEPPERONI. MUSHROOMS, GREEN 
PEPPER OR ANCHOVIES) 
NO SUBSTITUTES ON SPECIAL. 
~UPER OR PIZZABURGER 
50a'OFF ON $3.00PIZZA CRUSTY'S PIZZA 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA PLEPSE 2083 Aloma Ave. 
· Winter Park, Florida 671-6177 
WE CATa· TO llANQUET8 8 PABTID. 
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Two 'Fantastics' Reviews 
Village 
Center 
By Beth Weilenman 
"There's usually an audience 
somewhere," said one of the 
characters in "Fantasticks," and this 
is true of the musical itself. After one 
has see.n the show, he readily sees 
why. 
"Fantasticks" is a happy-sad 
comedy that has such songs as "Try 
to Remember," "Soon its -Gonna 
Rain" and "They Were You." It's 
also the first musical produced by 
the Village Center, and is part of tl~e 
Kaleidoscope '72 program. The 
musical is the story of a young 
couple in love, how their fathers plot 
their love, and how the boy and girl 
react once the fathers are no longer 
"helping" them along. 
The girl is played by Joy Sadler, a 
graduate student at FTU. She has a 
clear strong voice, and easily plays 
the dreamy 16-year-old Luisa. Dale . 
Crutcher is the boy, Matt, and in 
dress rehearsal, he still needed to 
project his ·voice. However, it may be 
noted that the presence of an 
audience frequently induces a 
performer to project very well. 
Joy's husband, Don Sadler, 
plays El Gallo. A teacher at Bishop 
Moore High School, Sadler appears 
on stage dressed in solid black with a 
bright orange sash and yellow silk 
nekerchief. His fine singing style and 
dramatic dress are worked to an 
advantage in his role as narrator. 
Matt's father, Hucklebee, is 
ed____h_'\l B . Sk do . ~ 
t-----t'il~o~nny-wNitmire IS Bellom'V, msa s 
father. Brian, a veteran of FTU 
performances, and Donny, a 
newcomer to the stage, are not only 
fathers and gardeners, but quite 
effective as a vaudeville 
song-and-dance team. 
Henry Lake, who plays Henry, 
emerges on stage in a puff of dust as a 
trembling old man. He has done a 
good job in mastering the voice of an 
elderly man, and occasionalJy it is 
frightening to see him stumble about 
the stage. His partner, Mortimer, is 
played by Robert Jacobs, and both 
are making their debuts as FTU 
actors. Mortimer's dying act is a 
~ ..... ~*""'" Ill::' ammea:-up 
scene-only to be exceeded by 
Gal1o's death act. 
The Mute, a silent but important 
character, must not be negle~ted. 
Laura Traufield has mastered her ---·--




• pirt-fim2 e~t con1:a£t 
Stevie JrJ,a;mi.cl in fJ2 <__o<t. 
• 
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Sebastian's 
By Fran Elliott 
The "Fantasticks" is a popular show done constantly by all types of 
theatre groups. Therefore. it usualJy needs a .s~ark .of something extra 
to win over its audiences, who usually are familiar with the show. 
In the case of Sebastian's Dinner 
Theatre's presentation, that extra singing voice of Norman Riggins as 
spark is provided by Dan Ve~e's El Gallo could not be better for 
interpretation of the produ~tion the role, and his movement is 
elements. Not only does he direct smooth yet quick, as highlighted in 
the show but he uniquely gives the the song, "Rape Ballet." Eldrid 
viewer the feeling that the actors Carpenter and Dan Verre as the 
. are part of a circus world through fathers present an excellent contrast 
the very colorful sets and costumes to one ano~her and clip off some 
which he disigned and made. This very funny Imes. 
atmospnere gets everytnmg on to a ' Even funnier however, are 
good start and creates just the right Howard Thompson's brief 
mood for what is to follow. appearances as The Indian (with a 
The plot is a simple one about Cockney accent) who has been 
the use of reverse psychology b! "dying" on stage professionally for 
two fathers who really want therr 40 years, and the appearances of his 
children to wed. What come about boss the old actor played by Jack 
because of their planning, is Blatt. Blatt's ~xpressions are 
different in that if one looks hard priceles.5 as he recites Shakespeare 
enoght, he can actually see some and cavorts about his baggy "long 
moral to the story such as, "Love johns," so that one would swear he 
looks different in the daylight than was at least 110! And finally 
in the moonlight," "A person only Karron Woehler as the Mute is very· 
appreciates home after he leaves effective but 9ot distracting as .he 
it," or as the narrator of the show helps to pull to story together wi~h 
suggests, "We have to die a bit his trunk of props. 
before we learn to live." There are some very funny 
However it is probably the "two-step" style dance bits and 
role and has added to it in fact. fantastic ~elodic music of Tom clever songs like "'.This Plum Is Too 
Usu~y she is the quiet pr~pgirl, or Jones and Harvey Schmidt whic~ Ripe". ~n~ "Neve~ Say ~o." 
represents the well, but in the setting truly makes the show. ThIS Sebastian s IS ~ery fme for dmner 
when El Gallo sings "You Wonder important fact brings about perhaps theater, offenng FTU students 
How These Things Begin," she has the weakest point of the evening's outstanding rates. Try it, you'll like 
developed a beautiful dance. entertainment. The roles of the it! 
"Fantasticks" is an enjoyable young lovers not only call for some 
way to end the Kaleidoscope goQd acting ability but also require 
program, and the musical subtly excellent vocal talents. 
points up the fact that unfortunately In this respect Dreama Peery and 
FTU has no proper theatre. Dr. Ken Carl Edwards fall a little short in 
I..llny'ovn, ¥0 uir C'-1.0J.J TITU~ Cl n'ioe S()ffi~ songs, Si.ralnJng wtth TIOtes 
choice in the use of "Fantasticks," beyond their ranges, although their 
because the play is Vf!ry effective, last duet, "They Were You," came 
even in the Engineering Auditorium. across nicely because it could be 
The setting is only a platform and a softly and tenderly sung. Miss 
prop box, and yet the magic that Peery come across well as a young 
these actors develop lets the girl "madly" in love seems a little 
imagination create the full scenes restrained for a young 'star-crossed' 
that expand themselves beyond the lover. 
confines of the auditorium. The· beautiful speaking and 
Campus Glances 
FAIR EXHIBIT 
The cal is about to be sounded 
for HELP to man the FrU Exhibit 
at the upcoming Central Florida 
Fair, Feb. 21-March 4. 
If a club and/or organization 
feels able to volunteer now, they 
may do so now. Contact Bill Daum, 
at the FTU Public Information 
Office in the Administration 








Safety Is Vogue 
20 % DISCOUNT ON ALL FRONT END WORK, 
ALIGNMENT, BALL JOINTS, SHOCK ABSORBERS. 
A 46% DISCOUNT OFF LIST PRICE ON THE. 
FOLLOWING GLASS BELTED TIRE: 
GOODYEAR - GOODRICH - WHITE WALL 
GENERAL JUMBO 780 - FIRESTONE -
UNIROYAL - BIAR-RITZ TWIN BELT BY VOGUE 
·.@~·.·. '..· '".::::::J' ~ .  . . 
.·. · .. · .. · 








Now available from Ger-
many, the famous con· 
tinental radial and , bias 
ply tires. 
SEE US FOR YOUR 
I L PRICE 
VOGUE TYRE SERVICE CO. 
1051 Webster Ave. - Across From lvey's W/Park Mall - Ph. 647-4466 
February 11, 1972 
Says I, but Joe 
you're ten years dead. · 
~ 
I never died says he."* ~ . 
r 
*CCopyright 1938by MCAllusie, 
• division of MCA Inc. Cow~I renewed 1965 and 
=:..~Mus!·~~~;:CA~~~ 
STARIS 100A YI 
Paramount Pictures Presents 
A Sagittarius Production A BO WIOERBERG FILM 
"Joe Hill" 
St•rlng 






the AIR HOST••••• 
FROM COPENHAGEN 
Produced and Directed by JACK O'CONNELL 





"Cowboys" "Harold·& Maude" 
~th John Wayne 
WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West 
"Pocket Money" 
Paul Newman & Lee Marvin share an 
adventure of the west 
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE 
LR209 
This Coupon Good for 
One FREE DRINK With 
FTU ID 
Fu TU re 
FuTUre 
ENTERT AINM-ENT 
Places To See, Things To Go, People To Do 
•Ar+ by Hike Holl• 
'Such Good FriendS' Conf usine: 
"Such Good Friends," 
concerns a very contemporary 
author of children's books and his 
wife. Supposedly he has written the 
best book for children since "Alice 
in Wonderland," but as the movie 
unfolds and becomes involved, the 
viewer begins to think · he is in 
"Wonderland," following the wife 
(Dyan Cannon) as "Alice." 
· The story (if that's what you can 
call it) is certainly just as maddening, 
confusing and full of characters as 
any "Wonderland," except that the 
endings differ. But then that might 
depend upon how you look at_ it. 
The wife constantly has 
flashbacks as incidents occur. The 
author enters the hospital for the 
removal of a mole, which turns int.o a 
blood problem, then a liver problem, 
then a kidney problem, all of which 
he develops while in a state of 
unconsciousness. 
The whole situation is a mockery 
of the medical profession (James 
Coco playing the author's family 
Wagon Wheel Ranch ~­
Ho Rs Es FOR RENT 
RIDING INSTRUCTION 
Make reservations now 
for Overnite Camping Trip 
on Horseback, March 11. 
Plenty of good food! 
Call 568-4411 
JOIN AU. THE GOOD 
SPORT.$ AT DEL IOSSO'S 
i>portsman~ 
Hwy. 17.92 Tat..,.. PH 







By Fran Elliott treatment of one another, their 
doctor), and the three specialists blunt language, their sarcasm and 
might easily be compared to the thir rude, thol!~htless actions. 
Three Stooges. -,_,  To say the movie is good is .not 
The whole show is a parody of the exactly correct. To say it is well done 
life style of the persons involved, issomethingelse. It succeeds in doing 
hitting hard at everything, including just what is mostly likely set out to 
r.eligion, politics, medicine, do. It evokes great irritation with' 
hterature and the family. Of course, this society of butterflies only 
much. of the ~ime is taken up concerned with the outer beauty of 
showi~g the sex hves of the husband things, places and especially human.: 
and wife. Then, as the husband lies It has some interesting quips such 
d~ing in an intensive care ward, the as, "When you have power, you can 
wife finds out that he has been afford to be generous with my 
carrying on for over a year with all husband," and some clever answers 
her "good friends." also. For instance, to the question 
Everyone seems to be out for but the hospital nurse "Have you 
himself no matter what the had V.D.?" one so-called good friend 
consequences are for others. These replied blithely, "Why, no, I've never 
are persons engrossed in trivial even been in the tropics!" 
matters, ever occupied with Really now! Only among "Such 
unimportant selfish little things. Good Friends" could a person get by 
This constantly shows in their brash with that one. 
Guitarist, Poet Team 
For 'Electric' Show 
--~ .... -· -....~----~----------JI 
Edmund Skellings, a Florida Atlantic University professor billed as 
the first electric poet, gave his second performance at FTU last Friday 
night in the Multi Purpose Room. Although bothered by a sputtering 
sound system and a persistent draft whisking the pages off his stand, 
Skellings performed not only ·some of his familiar works, but some 
which he had never recited on this or any other campus. The most striking 
change drom Skellings' first FTU appearance was the poet's inclusion this 
time of electric guitarist George Leonard toward the show's end. 
The listener sometimes may have felt puzzled or left out or not very 
bright when dealing with Skellings' hidden meanings. It is also difficult 
to explain why Skellings worked with an electric guitarist this time; 
often their joint efforts only seemed to coincide, rather than to 
complement each other. 
Still, there wete forceful moments in the performance, such as 
Skellings' account of a frien's little girl, crippled from birth, smiling 
and walking toward him in a h.ushed room on apparently hopelessly 
incurable legs. Other poems, with titles like "Wallflower," "Librarian," 
"Terminal" and "Welfare Shout," show a dry,. whimsical side of Skelling.S: 
Still other poems offered the listener a glimpse of the things and persons 
that figure importantly in his life: man's trip to the moon, Robert Frost, 
Norman Mailer and the poet's ridiculously lazy cat, Bummer. 
Also worth noting was Skellings' thorough use of the electric 
Also worth nothing was Skellings' thorough use of · the elctric 
synthesizer through which his voice sent desolate echoes across the 
Multi Propose Room, sometimes in three distince pitches, weirdly 
meshing initial sounds with fading ones. 
During a brief intemiew at a party for the poet, hosted by FTU 
assistant English prof eswr Laurence Wyatt, Skellings, in response to a. 
question about where he got the idea to the use the synthesizer, said that 
his interest in James Joyce led first to imitation, then to enlargement, and 
that when he saw Jimmi Hendrix using a machine to repeat guitar 
notes, he asked himself whether he could repeat and transf onn his own 
voice with it. 
__________________________ .. 
After purchasing the device, Skellings began to explore the sounds in 
words, and words that may be implied in sounds, leading to the 
. techniques he now uses. 
Central Florida Premiere! 
February 23 
:**************I 
# ~In~FtilUe # 
* * *************** 
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Attention TEP's: All leaves have 
been cancelled until February 19. 
Signed: The children of Cerebral 
Palsy. 
The TE.P Ping-Pong-a-Thon and 
Car drawing for Cerebral Palsy is into 
its second week at the Winter Park 
Mall. All donations will go to the 
United Cerebral Palsy Association of 
Central Florida and TEP's urge all to 
come out and help contribute to this 
cause. The world-record breaking 
Ping-Pong-a-Thon will end on 
February 18 with the drawing for 
the car to be held at 8 p.m. in the 
Mall. All brothers and Pearls are to 
be present with jerseys on. 
On February 19, all brothers and 
Pearls are invited to a party to be 
given by Nick Trabulsy, director of 
special activities for United Cerebral 
Palsy, in appreciation for the job the 
TEP's have been doing for their 
cause. 
ATO 
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity will 
hold a little sister party Sunday at 2 
p.m. Food and snacks will be 
provided. 
-The Brotherhood award goes 
posthumously to the late brother of 
James Russell Hornsby who wins the 
most active brother award. 
Honorable mention goes to Chipper 
Mayberry. 
The Hell's Angels party is next 
week and all brothers are reminded 
to get appropriate garb ready for the 
party. 
ZTA 
The Zeta Tau Alpha Valentine's 
party is tomorrow night at the Nob 
Hill Recreation Room. It will be a 
date social and Zetas will provide 
refreshments. Dress is hostess gowns 
for Zetas and casual for dates. 
Zeta welcomes and congratulates 
new pledge Cindy Miller. She and the 
other open rush pledges will be 
formally pledged next week. Plans 
are now in proces.5 for initiation of 
the pledges, scheduled for early 
spring. 
Tuesdays of each week have been 
designated Zeta days. The sisters, 
pledges and rushees meet at 11 a.m. 
for lunch in the Multi Purpose 
Room. This is followed by chapter 
meetings and get-togethers in the 
evening. The February 22 meeting 
will be cancelled so the Zetas can 
Fu TU re February 11, 1972 
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twist. Entrants will be paired off, participation, Tyes hopes to 
and each team must take turns organize an FTU block. · 
hitting the golf ball. In charge of this 
is Herb Watkins, who is still refusing, -A·. ~ II 
over protests, to allow Mike Utz to L.1 ~ 
team up with Rick Keller. 
The brothers of Delta Sigma Pi 
A X A congratulate the newly elected ' . officers of the Theta Sigma chapter. They are president, Pat Morley; 
. . senior vice president, Chuck Cairnes; 
Tom<:>rrow ~1ght the Lamb~a Chi vice president professional, John 
Alpha httle sisters are planning a Blackburn· vice president pledge 
party for the brothers of Regency Cad wo'od· treasurer Benney 
Apartme.nts. "Trut~" from Daytona Wheeler; sec;etary, Joe Holder, an 
will provide the music. . historian, Ted Bowen. 
The brothers got their paddle Congratulations are also in order 
ball tournament underway Sunday 
"ght Pr t f •t Ral h for the newly elected officers of the m . e- ourney avon es p D It s· Pi. 1 · 1 b Th Bundy and Paul Gregg drew each e a igma .a umm cu · ~ 
other in the opening round. Bundy o~ficers are ~resident , John Acor: 
won9-0.BigDilisstillaliveinthe vice president , Ray Ivey, 
loser's bracket of the double secretary-treasurer, Bob _Feehrer, 
elimination tourney. and correspon~ent, Ma~ Sterner. . 
The Delta Sigma soCJaJ calendar is 
once again in full swing with a 
Tyes FacuJty-Staff-Alumni party to be held at the McCoy Air Force Base 
Officer's Club tomorrow at 8 p.m. It 
will be a cocktail party with a light 
Last Monday's meeting of Tyes buffet supper. 
sorority was a joint gathering of s 
sist_ers and pledges, the_ purp?se. of_ ororas 
which was to practice smgmg 
valentines and discuss plans for the 
March of Dimes Walk-a-thon. The Sororas sisters sponsored a 
Singing Valentines have been on party for the Citadel band members 
sale since Wednesday. Today is the last Friday at McCoy Officer's Club. 
last day they wil1 be sold. The group Everyone had a good time and all are 
will do the singing Monday night. looking forward to seeing the Citadel 
There is a social today with p AE. men again. 
It begins at 4 p.m. at the PAE house. At Tuesday's meeting a new slate 
Tyes has been chosen to of officers was elected~ 
coordinate FTU's participation in Congratulations to Deana Baird, 
the March of Dimes Walk-a-thon. president; Janet Vickers, standards 
This week, members have contacted vice president; Renee Cooley, pledge 
the presidents of all the clubs on training vice president; Bobbi 
campus soliciting their help and Ryder, scholarship vice president; 
urging their participation. Instead of Christ Abbott, recording secretary; 
emphasizing individual group. Kittie Wallace, corresponding 
Candles for all occasions featuring "Coquina Candles" 
Candle-makin~ supplies 
COME IN AND BROWSE 
180 Park Ave. North 
Winter Park 
secretary, and Maureen Anderson, brothers, littJe-sisters ·and dates are 
treasurer. invited to attend the Yucca Flats 
As a Valentine project, Sororas party. Things will begin happening at 
in selling carnations. Orders are due the house about 8: 30 p.m. Be sure to 
today before 5 p.m. attend; these parties are a real blast. 
The sisters would like to Sunday night, the brothers will 
welcome Joann Trotter, their newest host a special party for the little 
member. sisters. The dres.5 will be formal for 
All of the sisters wish Billie Kolar this affair. The little sisters are in for 
a speedy recovery from her accident;,. a big surprise. 
accident. 
The· pledges of Delta Delta Delta 
elected their officers for this quarter. 
They are president, Bambi 
Campbell; vice president, Margie 
Ham m; secretary, Kim Faller; 
treasurer, Claudia Megee; delta data, 
Tracy Knolls, an'd sociaJ chairman, 
Jan Murdock. 
Trice Stover was selected the 
Pearl Girl from the Standards 
Committee. This is a quarterly award 
given to the girl whom the 
committee feels has done the most 
for the sorority. 
All the Delta Sigs are pleased with 
the response to their;gold 
tournament registration. 
Registration is now being held in 
front of the Library and in the 
Kiosk. 
Two candlelights were held, one 
for Teresa McNamara being pinned 
to Scott Dantzler, and one for Cathy 
Jannar who was pinned to Wayne 
Bennett. 
Congratulations to the Sigma 
Sigma Chi basketball team for their · 
victory over TKE Monday. It was the 
team's fifth straight win. 
Saturday night, all 
LOVE IS ... 
K~ 
Kappa Sigma completed a very 
succes.5fu1 winter quarter rush with 
the pledging of five men during last 
Sunday's meeting. The new pledges 
are Jim Calloway, Lee Dorough, 
Dennis Gronik,-1'om Luby and Dick 
Wroble. 
On the agenda for this weekend is 
a beach party to be held at New 
Smyrna tomorrow night. All Kappa 
Sigs are reminded to meet at the 
house at 8 p.m. and the group will 
leave from there. 
SURPLUS WORLD 
campers Headquarters 
REAL ~y-Nary surplus and 
plenty of it! 
E. HWY S~next door to Ramada Inn 
OR THE Fl NEST ·&FRESH.EST 
Delivery available 
in Orlando, Winter 
Park and Sanford. 
Ph 838-3741 
....; 15% 
Discount seminole plaza 
·to all 




. Master Olarge-Bank Arnericard 
Flowers ~ Candy 
from . 
Beautiful Flowers Bou '.tjque 
644-5515 
2300 Aloma Ave. Winter Park (acr.oss from Publix Market) 
FTU special 10% off on Cash & Carry Orders 
Order Now for Valentine's Day · Feb. 14 
travel to Tampa for the FTU a::=========================:,.---------------------------basketball game with the University . WIRE SERVICE 
ofsouTriK E .;hTCHeFOR iA# A TiCff ER @flOWER MART 
1 l vr I'\ I · ~ F~~Rs 
m ,nm,mu1u v ALENTINE 'S The brothers of Zi Iota chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon, under the 
guidance of Clay Kearney, are busy 
preparing for the third annual Tau 
Kapp a E psi Ion basketball 
tournament. The· tournament will 
take place the last week in February 
and entrants will consist of Greeks 
on this campus and surrounding 
areas. The purpose of this 
tournament is to cultivate friendly 
relations among the Greeks in our 
area. 
Last Friday night, the brothers 
were entertained at the house of the 
Pi Kappa Epsilon Fraternity of 
Valencia Community College. The 
entertainment was furnished by a 
lively band and the brothers enjoyed 
1th em selves. 
This Sunday, the brothers are 
planning a golf tournament with a 
Central Florida's only underground newspaper. 
Now on campus at entrance to the Village Center. 
Also available from street vendors in Downtown 
Orlando, Corner of Orange and Central and the 
following shops: Aardvark, Better Than Pants 
Shop, Carnaby Shop, Captain Threads, Den of 
Inquity, East West Music, Gooseberry Sanitarium, 
Great Expectations, Infinite Mushroom, Rags 
South, Tops and Bottqms, Outer Limits. 
. . 
Also on campus at Valencia Junior College and The 
American School of Mentavivology's new organic 
gardening commune, THE COSMIC WORM. 
News and .views you can 't find in other publica-
tions. 
Want ads and job offers sect ion free listings. 
DAY SPECIAL 
RED ROSE in BUD VASE $350 
dozen RED ROSES $15°0 
.Special Valentine Arrangements 
$750 and up 
free delivery with $750 order min. 
' 
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Cleanup .Turnout 
Aids Lake Project 
Student Government's Lake Claire recreation project came one step 
closer to completion last Saturday when President Charles Millican, 
Vice President for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown and "a large group of 
FTU students" turn out to help rake and clear out portions of a 
five-acre area near the Jake project. 
1 • ~aculty, staff and s~udents had "The onJy definite additons we 
·mvited by SG President Frank . plan to make in the near future " SHAR p Sant~ to heJp cle~ roots and expJained San try' "are the 
debns from the area. We had a lot installation of barbecue pits and 
Four min iature calculators, 
three so portable you can 
tuck them in your pocket, the 
fourth smal I enough to fit 
in the corner of your attache 
case. Why so small? Tiny 
circuits developed for NASA· 
if good enough for moonshots, 
they're good enough for 
business people like you as 
well as engineers. 
$225 
Sharp Model ELSl-8 
(formerly $345) 
Sharp Model EL· 160 
(formerly $399) 
$319 
There are 8 more Sharp models 
with expanded capabilities, 
advanced engineering and 
greater dependability. 
Printers· Display models -
Programmables - to meet the 
needs of every technical 
situation. 
If you prefer, you may use 
your Master Charge or Bank-
Americard - or buy on time 
(low carrying charges). 
CH!CKWITH george 
~ stuart 
of fun/' said Santry, "and managed picnic tables." . 
to re rake a Jarg~ part o~ the five Any further development of the 
acre area, removing debns left by recreation project will according to 
the originaJ rake job. We also Santry, depend on student use of 
leveJed beach sand and remov?,d a the project in its present state of 
Jarge sunk?n raft from th?, lake. completion. "We may make a 
According to Santry, two large determination on further 
section·s of the cleared area will be development this summer " he said 
seeded this week with rye and bahia "after we have had a ~hance t~ 
grass to prevent soil erosion, and appraise student use of the lake 
within the month we should have area." 
two grassy ar~as for playing fieJds Access to Lake Claire, located 
and ?th~r types of outdoor approximately one-half mile north 
recrea~1on. . of campus, was provided by 
This will mark temporary construction of a limestone road 
completion of the project which leading from AJafaya Trail to the 
has been two years in the making. lake area. 
Mrs. Medgar Evers 
Lectures On Rights 
The quest for human rights divides itself into three phases 
according to Mrs. Medgar Evers, wife of the slain civil rights leader, who 
spoke to students, faculty and staff at 1 p.m. Feb. 3 in the Science 
Auditorium. 
The phases, which followed the phase--of political activity and 
civil rights emphasis on voter awareness, hoping to give the system 
registration, began with the one more chance. "We can have an 
nonviolent attempt to better impact on the direction of this 
conditions for all persons and an country," she said, and added that 
attempt to join the American she hoped 18-year-olds as well as 
system. Phase two was the violent older voters will use the right to 
era in which problems were brought participate in the political process. 
to the forefront. Mrs. "Evers lost her "Pl.ease don't sit back and wait. 
husband to violence, and she said Look, read and compare. Think of 
she did not advocate this as a means the one who can win and give us a 
to an end. Following phase two was chance, without oppression, to rise 
a period of benign neglect of and help all Americans to be proud 
problems of unemployment, to be first in hu'man rights." 
education, health, the aged and Mrs. Evers, sponsored by FI'U's 
pollution-especially pollution of Black Student Union and Young 
the mind. Democrats, spoke to about 40 




... Lightweight European Cycles 
~ . ·• , -parts & repai_rs-
,-\ ·- ~,)?; F.ngtish Italian 
~.-- : -,~\\ /i®. ,  ··7 · · -. ~~~d~~=n ~:rn:;: 
. ~u r,' 'f Jack Taylor Frejus 
- · t ... 1{2;~' · ' .· : FaJcon French 
. . .. ~ L'b . 
.. •· . ·• • , 1 ena 
18 Minuteman causeway Cocoa Bch. 783-1196 
-THE 
W~~~~~~IE~~ im:n~· 
CAMPING & CANOE CENTER 
East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters 
CAMPERS -- HIKERS -- CANO~STS 
We specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and Cyclists 
o Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trails 
o Rucksacks by LaFuma and Mi1let 
o Tyrolean "Waffle-Stomper" Hiking Boots 
o Wigwam hiking socks and knit caps 
o Lightweight down sleeping bags 
o Freeze-dried Trail Foods - Wide selection 
o Rain suits and ponchos 
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin ten ts 
o Lantern , stoves and cookware 
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study 
o Camping knives, saws an d axe 
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Seminole 
o Kayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town 
1426 LAKE DRIVE COCOA (305) 632-3070 
Tues. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30-Thurs. Eve. till 8:30 
Oosed Sun, & Mon .. 
Take S.R. 520, turn left at first traffic light east of 
1-95, then ri tat next light 
Page9 
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CHESS CLUB 
. . , 
who are interested in public relations 
work are invited, and members are 
The Chess Club tournament will urged to attend. 
be held Mondays. Feb. 28 and 
March 6, from 6:30to10 p.m. The YOGA CLASSES 
time limit will be 1112 hours, with the - K dal' y · th f 
tournament being a four-round un ma og.a . is e yoga_ 0 
Swiss. Prizes will be presented to the awareness. Practicm~ KundaJma 
top three· players. Yoga ~akes on~ becom~ aware of 
Everyone who has paid his dues is everythmg that is happe_n~g ~ound 
eligible. The club will meet 7 ''p.m. one, even to the mSJgmficant 
Monday in EN 202. Ratings will then heartbeat and every breath one 
be avaiJable. takes. If one can become aware of 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB something . ~ basic as ~is ~ve"!f 
breath, he IS aware of life m its 
Dr F d Fr k ·n dd entirety. With this awareness, one 
· re an WI ~ ress the gains a keen insight into the meaning 
11 a.m. Tuesday . meetmg of t~e oflove, bliss and inner peace. 
Psy?hol~gy Clu~ m AD 145 .. ~Is One can experience a unique 
topic Will be Hov.: to get mto consciousness, a ''natural high," by 
gra~uate scho?l _Without re~y attending the Kundalina Yoga 
~rymg and stay m Without _de~ervmg classes 7-8:30 p.m. Wednesdays in 
1t." Interested persons are mvtted to LR 212. 
attend. 
ACCOUNTING CLUB CIVIL ENGINEERS 
The American Society of Civil 
The Accounting Club's guest 
speaker at last Tuesday's meeting 
was James Wilson of themanagement 
department. Wilson, who spent 15 
years in personnel management, 
talked to club members on "how to 
interview for a job." A video tape 
was aJso shown which demonstrated 
all the wrong things an interviewee 
can do. 
The Accounting Club's next 
meeting will be 11 a.m. Tuesday in 
GC 216, and will be devoted to 
pending business. Anyone interested 
in joining the Accounting Club will 
be welcomed. 




Placement intetview, U. S. 
Navy, Placement Center, AD 
225. "Fantasticks," 8: 30 
p.m., Engineexing 
Auditorium. Coffeehouse, 9 
p.m., Multi Purpose Room. 
Saturday, Feb.12: 
"Fantasticks," last 
performance, 8:30 p.m., 
EN AUD. 
Sunday Feb. 13: 
Engineers Club has made a 
preliminary survey of Lake Claire to 
'determine water quality and depth 
of the lake. Members reported that 
no conclusive statements can be 
made concerning the desirability of 
contact water sports in the lake until 
more data on water quality can be 
gathered. 
Members found that one spot 
near the beach area was 101,t'2 feet 
deep, and have recommended that 
further studies be done to determine 
depth of water and much, and water 
quality. The club is planning to 
continue studies of the lake, pending 
availability of funds. 
PARTHENAES 
Monday, Feb.14: 
· Deadlines: Women's 
Basketball, Men's tennis 
singles. Exhibit, Margaret 
Rigg, u'bJ:ary lobby' through 
Feb. 25 • 
Tuesday, feb.15: 
Placern ent interview, 
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & 
Montogomery, Placement 
Center, AD 225. Lecture, , 
Dr. Rafael Fiterre, 11 a.m., 
LR245. 
Wednesday, Feb. 16: 
Placement int 
ComrnonweaJtJ1 of 
Kentucky, Seideman & 
Seidman-. Montgomery 
Ward, State of Florida, 
Placement Center, AD 225. 
Thursday., Feb.17: 
Deadline: Coed bowling. 
Student Government 
meeting, 4 p.m., EN 359. 
Movie: "The Gold Rush," 
starring Charlie Chaplain, 
8:30p.m., sc.~.UD. 
Cit suP,er low rise bells-jeans-cords-brushed denim-velveteen-bells and 'ackets-hand 
~ 


































Zap J, lmpre~ions 
~ ~~ s 
1 ! ~ 10% DISCOUNT WITH TH • i. 
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State Lifting Meet 
TomorrowAt UOf f 
The FTU library will be quiet this 
weekend as the weightlifting team, 
which usually uses a room there for 
practice, will travel to Gainesville to 
compete in the Florida Collegiate 
Weightlifting Championships. 
Harvey Newton, who will 
represent FTU in the 242-pound 
category, said before the team left, 
"We should win, we expect to win 
and we will win." 
The meet will be held in the 
University of Florida gymanasium 
and will start at 11 a.m. tomorrow. 




Intramural basketball schedule 
for the week is as follows: 
Florida, Florida State, Florida 
Southern and South Florida. 
Farrell Byrd, FTU's 
record-breaking lifter, and six other 
lifters will comprise the Knights' 
team. They are George Regan, Kirk 
Stone, Jeff Heinz, Marty Lee, Bill 
Hoffman and Newton. 
11llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllHmlllllll 
lntramura 1I s ta n d i n g $ BIG JOHN Rouse, FTU's heavYweight wrestler, grabs a breath of air 
before putting on the pre~ure in a recent m.atch. Rou~ and the re~t oft.he 
Rudy Zalrillo remains the only Knight team will host the Florida Collegiate Wrestling Champ1onsh1ps 
undefeated player out of the 16 men tonight at Winter Park High. 
entered in the Men's' Intramural T H 
:a?le Tennis To~r1J3m~nt. Because FT u Ma t me n 0 0 st 
1t 1s a double ehmmation tourney, 
Zarrillo still has a match to go. · . 
ch~~;io:.i:rp00,~~!d i!m 1 ~: Championships Here 
determined by the outcome of the 
semifinal rounds to be played this The Florida Tech Wrestling McCormack, Vicki McCoy, Karla 
week. The championship match is Knights will host the Florida Nickell and Paula Monroe. 
scheduled for Thursday at 4 p.m. on Collegiate Wrestling Championships 
the breezeway of the Village Center. tonight at the Winter Park High In their meet against Tampa, Paul 


















































On Monday, at 3:50 p.m., "23" 
plays Mafia and the Fowlics 
challenge the unbeaten GD!. At 5 
p.m. FS II is playing-Theta Sigma 
and PAE II plays Cossa's Raiders. On' 
Tuesday the Outcasts tangle with B. · 
Bombers and GDI plays "23" at 
3: 50 p.m. In the late game, FS I, 
unbeaten since the first game, plays 
CCC and Rasputin, also undefeated, 
tangles the God's Children. 
· School gymnasium, beginning at. 7. 
1111111111111111111111111111111mmmn111111111111m 11111111 Coach Gerry Gergley's matmen, 
fresh from their latest victory over 
Tampa University last week, have 
been working out daily in 
preparation for the championship 
tournament, in which wrestlers from 
start as he pinned Joe Spagnolo and •••••••••••• 
led the Knights to a 27-18 win over 
On Wednesday, the- action will 
begin with DTD playing A TO and 
LXA playing PAE at 3:50 p.m. and 
TKE versus TEP and KS against SSX 
at 5 p.m. On Thursday there is only 
one early game scheduled, as 
Gideon's Discipleshave forfeited out 
of the league. In the early game at 
3:50 p.m., TKE II plays God's 
Children. At 5 p.m., Rasputin is 




1"~f SHOR$SI FIGHI IN · 
Hl5fOR.Y t..AS"TEO 10~ SEC. 
FOUGHT BY AL. COUllJRE 
A"ID RAL.PH WAL. TON .r 
COUTURf RAN 10 WAt..iONS 
CORNER AND KO'o J.llM AS . 




10 colleges will compete. 
An added attraction at the 
tournament will be FTU's 
WrestlerHtes, eight coeds from FTU 
who will act as hostesses, hand out 
~~ 
programs and root for the Knights. 
They are Angi Rager, Shelley Wilson, 
Nancy Finch, Karen Kalberer, Jan 
The Atlantic Tide Is Rising 
Atlantic 
~ National Bank 
·of Winter Park 
-and-
~tlantic Bank of Orlando 
-coming soon-
Westside Atlantic Bank 
~*********~  349PARKAVENORTH t 
0 Cb_ ,.(!/ * 
fffi 'ID'lte<fiourmet d'4oppei 
~-......-ti-. wznter park * 
...c~-. /ti~ * 
Feel like ·cooking a la Francaise tonight? Souffle Grand * 
Marnier? Quiche Lorraine? Escargot a la Bourguignonne? f 
It's easy. How about Japanese, or maybe some delectables :g: 
from India? That's easy too. We have everything you'll 'YI" 
,need from utensils and dishes to foods and sp~ces. St':'P by ! 
and see us. Delight your palate. You'll find us in the 'YI" # Hidden Garden of L'.ttle Europe. 644_8529 I 
·~****~********~··· 
Delta Sima Pi Felluay 26 






REGISTRATION: February 7-22 FTU Llrmy 
ENTRANCE FEE $2.00 
TROPHIES & CASH PRIZES AWARDED 
the Spartans. FTU's Jim Nickson 
also pinned his man, Lewis Mancusi, 
and Walter Wilce, Bill Olson, Charlie 
Patton and Pat Murphy won their 
matches. Murphy won his by forfeit. 
SFORJS 
WANTED 
CARRIER TO DELIV.ER 
THE· FuTUre 
*Every Friday at 8 :30 a.m. 
*About one hour of fresh 
morning air ~nd excercise 
. FOR ·coMPtET.E DETAILS. 
PHONE 27 5-2~06 
-irS A B111J 
ll'S A PlAtl 
ll'S A SKYDIVER 
fl & EVEN II YOU 
The sport of the Space Age wants you. 
Oldest and most experienced club in Florida 
offers expert training and low rates 
For info call ..... 
Bill Goldhammer 671-5317 or Bob Favreau 894-7483 
. ,....  
I 
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Knights Upset BisCayne, Chicago~ 
Season Record Now Stands 18-4 
The last home game of the year By Fred Cay 
for the FTU basketball squad Fluitt, who wound up with 18, 
produced its sweetest win as the began to score from underneath. 
Knights whipped a highly respected An interesting . sidelight to the 
Biscayne College team, 7 3-60, main action was the battle between 
February 4 at the Lake Highland defensive standouts Eddie Smith and 
Prep Gym. Biscayne's Richard Haas. Each 
outside, although Smith hit three 
long jumpers from the 25-foot range. 
Mike Clark,. using his assortment effectively forced the other to the 
FTU WINS UPSET 
TWo last-second free throws by 
Eddie Fluitt capped a spirited 
second-half comeback as the Knights 
shaded Chicago, 59-57, last Saturday 
in Chicago. 
of shots, including many twisting, 
driving layups, scored a game-high 
28 points. The curly-haired junior 
had received a trophy before the 
contest, honoring him for starting 
every FTU basketball game and 
averaging 25 points-per-game over 
New F~ces Help FTU 
the three-year span. · 
His father, Coach "Torchy" 
Clark, did not substitute a single 
time, going all the way with the five 
statters. The Knights were 
particularly strong on the boards 
with Eddie Fluitt, Zettie McCrimon 
and Don Mathis grabbing the 
rebounds and usually limiting the 
visitors to one shot. 
Both teams started slowly in the 
first half, with Biscayne holding a 
14-13 lead midway in the period. 
The Knights began to pull away as 
Clar~ hit a 25-ft. jumper to make it 
26-19. A tip-in by Fluitt was FTU's 
last score of the half as they led, 
35-26. 
A quick second-half surge 
boosted the margin to 43-30 as 
FTU's basketball team has had 
several new faces on the court this 
year, some that were, some that are, 
and some that never were. 
John Rouser, who was expected 
. to team with Eddie Fluitt and give 
the Knights their first big team ever, 
came out for pre-season practice, 
looked impre~ive and promising, 
TOMMY BOWIE 
..-------------------------------------------------
!OYER 6,000 PAIRj 
of Today's fashioned, flared, 
casual and dress pants 
GUYS & GALS 
from s7 up 
brushed suede, cotton, corduroy, super-wide wale, cut cords, 
stretch and double knits, greatknittops, pullovers, belts, 
dress shirts 
107 W. Lyman Ave. • Winter Park, Fla . 32789 
• Phone 645-1900 
Zayres Center • Fern Park 
... ~4.17. ~d,g~y,iiJ\er ,Qrtvp. ! . Qr.1<11\dP. 
FTU Students & Faculty 
then _quit school. . 
Little Wille Gibson, only 5'7", 
was a key factor in the early season 
for the Knights. But at Christmas, he 
decided to transfer scflools. Tommy 
Bowie, one of the top scorers on the 
team, had to leave school when his 
.parent both passed away. 
Bob Mitchem, one of the best 
shooters on the team, has been in 
and out of uniform with a bad ankle. 
Mike Lalone, a letterman on last 
year's team, only recently rejoined 
the club. He also has had a history of 
ankle problems. 
Mike Earwood, a transfer student ' 
from North Carolina, joined the 
team after the Christman break. 
BILL McGRATH, a member of FTU's tennis team, forehands the ball 
over the net in last week's tennis vict.ory over Florida Atlantic University. 
Tennis Knights Smash FAU; 
Rem at ch Scheduled Today · 
Florida Atlantjc University's 
picturesque recreation area was the 
sight of FTU's opening tennis 
victory. The Knights traveled to 
Boca Raton last Saturday to open 
the season, many of them playing in 
sweatsuits due to the cool weather. 
FTU did not lose a set in 
registering a 9-0 score over F AU. The 
rematch is scheduled today at 2 on 
the FTU courts. 
Craig Linton of FTU brought in 
the first victory with a double 
six-love win over Atlantic's Powell 
Hill in the number three match. 
By Mike Crites 
McGrath, defeated Buddy Wild with 
sets of 6-0 and 6-1. 
Making his debut in 
intercollegiate tennis, FTU's top 
performer, Mike Dezeeuw, clinched 
the game with FTU's fifth victory in 
two sets of 6-1 over Atlantic's John 
Fiorio. 
Doubles competition was 
inconsequential, with FTU taking all 
three matches. DeZeeuw arid Smith 
stormed past Fiorio and Turke with 
a pair of six-love sets. Linton and 
Herring downed Larry Garretson 
and Kim Plaisance, 6-3 and 6-1. 
McGrath and Kelahar put sets of 6-3 
and 6-1 on Bill Leland and Gary 
Give Refs ALakBreak, 
ShOw Them Courtesy 
By Shelby Strother "I'm an FTU Knight. I just 
received my initiation," Linton said 
after the mat.ch. 
Tech's Jim Kelahar, number 4, Kill the ump! It's a familiar cry silence." After all, how many of you 
wiped out Dave Bynum with sets of heard at just about any sporting have ever gone up to an official and 
6-1 and 6-0. Dr. Alexander Wood, event. After all, aren't referees and told him "nice game, ref," and really 
FTU's coach, told Kelahar after the officials all lower forms oflife, blind mean it? 
match, "Craig wins the prize with 43 as bats and of questionable family Out of the FTU intramural 
minutes. Does this mean that Craig's heritages? Wrong. I discovered courts, the officiating is no different 
better?" yesterday that I sit behind one of the than anywhere else. The refs are 
"Craig's just meaner," Kelahar intramural referees in one of my going to blow a few occasionally. I 
replied classes. He sees just fine· and is just as already mentioned that they were 
Linton commented, "You have normal as anyone. human. What could be more human 
him one, why didn't you keep him But referees are destined to a than to make a goof once in a while? 
down?" lonely existence. They know that no The ability to make split-second 
Charlie Herring of the Knights matter what they decide on a decisions under pre~ure with 
came in next with a 6-1, 6-0 victory particular play, they cannot possibly somebody ready to jump at your 
over Bob Adler in number five please everyone. throat if it is the "wrong" choice, is a 
competition. Adler complimented John Stevens, who . was an rare one, one that I rather relish not 
FTU's depth in personnel and said of American League baseball umpire having. 
~~. fi , Herring, "I didn't play bad. He was for 20 years, quit for the mere reason If I had it, who knows, I might 
~~ just real good." ·that "the greatest compliment I can put on one of those zebra shirts and 
FTU's number six player. Bill receive from the fans is their put a whistle in my mouth and try 
1 ... --------------------------------. officiating. Naw, I couldn't have any WOnf . to· ·Save? 24HouRs.-7DAYSAWEEK fun,yellingatth•ref•rees. 



















Sewing Machines 30% 
Color TV 10% 
Carpets 50% 




Watches & Jewlery 10% 
Participating merchants (over 800) in your area are offering 
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 per 
year, to college students $20. During the month of 
February $18.50. · 
Wray Putney 
KIB Manager 
3311 2nd Ave.' 
Mims, FL 32754 
Please enroll me ·as a KIB card holder 
at the Feb. special of $18.50. I will 
receive a savings directory and KIB 




& KINDERGARTEN a wise unbiased referee. ·Above whose head 
PHONE 365-5023 
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten 
1 acre fenced playground 
hot lunches 
387 W. Broadway; OVIEDO 
Jilly's has He & She 
]ow-rise jeans in cords and 
denims in all the la test colors . 
CAN YOU DIG IT? 
Sanford Plaza, Sanford 
Seminole Plaza. Casselberry · 
a halo gleams 
bestowed with reverence 
by opposing teams. 
I know that I 
shall never find 
arefwhoisnot 
somewhat blind, 
who refers to the rules 
asaguide 
and never favors 
the other side. 
I think that I 
will have to concede 
Perfect refs 
are a vanishing breed. 
But I've devised 
a remedy. 
Recruit the Lord 
To satisfy all. 
It's plain to see 
that only God can referee. 
·;1 
.... ,,. .. ~.,,......._ .. ;,/' .. ..,.. , .... ,,. ""~ " ..-. ·~ -. -................ ... . 
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>it**~****************'***************#. Miss FTU Education Plari *ltJ MJ 71f' <71r1lJ 'lf@lt?lt? 1f'49 &QI@J11f;' ;+ (Continued from Page 1) . 
i+ ~ e w e C' J U \!.J. ~ t e ~ ~,.~,.CV C"' cP t4' *girt 'Th• $2,000 would make a 1 o elected offic!al and h• should b• ~ ;+ art h Jarship" given an advisory board to counsel JI By John the Good, R esiden.t Seer * qu s.:::~r 0Tann ~ticized persons him on all aspects of education." he 
(Continued from page 1) 
~ y LEO: , . ...""-. who said the endorsement was said. {+ IF YOU WERE BORN TODA : - . Most people don t realize. tha1 .....- passed on an emotional appeal, Millican called the Board of 
{I} . . . Millard Fillmore was actually one ;+ sa in "Both sides presentea an Trustees "another name for th~ 
{+ Your sun Stgn cr~ses ~h~ ':~1 of the fiercest tyrants e~er. The * 0.;:0J~nal appeal. One petition that Board of Regents." jle cited two 
J.L apex of the moon Sign o e f reason most people don t real1~e * was offered last week bad 17 5 changes in order for the Regents . 
...- ?n tbetwelfth. Takeadvantage_o it is that he :vas qmet about it. _o,1.. si atures. That's nothing. But They were reducing the board to 
{+ such an excellent opportumty Don't go out mto the ram unless ::I gn b it will make Student seven members and cutting the 
{+ and brush your teeth. the humidity rises. ::I ~~!.::ment think about what it tenn of office doWn to four to six * . VIRGO: . . ?$" does about bringing things to FTU years. The present board consists of 
J.L AQUARIUS. f all GenghJS Khan celebrated hJS.* for the students." Tann said that nine Regents with nine-year tenns. ~ I have a message or_ birthday generally on August 28 . ...""-. e would be no renewed attempt . . . · 
' 
Aqua.rians from Ivan the Temble, Also on November 9, February 4, .....- ther ave the a eant at FTU this year, Millican's mam concern_ is th~t 
now haunting a northern sector April 17 and July 20. When;+ to h . f P gt he said "We'll of the individual universities. I S S tsk
'kh h ...""-.and as or nex year, ' h t . ·t·es need a * of the oyuz ovye i you're Khan you can pretty muc ?$  . h to ,, believe t a umversi i 
..s,,_ Sotsialisticheskikh Respublik. what you like, and Genghis liked ;+ JUst ave see. group to serve as a .liais?n and 
~ The message is this: "Stay away celebrating birthdays and killing Q . · buffer between the university and 
*from amatrue ·hynotists,one .may things. He did both prolifically. #?J Kaleidscope the community. at large and the 
{+ figure h e~vily into your control." LIBRA: . legislature," he said. . * The me~ge _was garbled and I hate te break caden~e while (Continued from Page 1) The point of view ~f t~e 
~ sounded like 1t may have been I'm writing so well, but I Just had ;+ . educator was expressed m D~. 
~ lost in transmission for some ARIES: an incredible news flash handed ~~~ Village Center's first musical, Harry o. Hall's comments. Hall is 
{+ time, but I felt that late was Don't listen to Pisces. Castro me. It was reported by reliable ;:{ "Fantasti~ks," will start. at 8:30 chairman of the secondary * better than nevP.r actually liberated the oppressed sources (the L.A. Times) that at ?J p. m. , In the Engineering education- department. * SEER'S NOTE: Cubans who clamored for last the world renowned Potato * Auditorium. FTU persons ~ay be "The recommendation had good 
* freedom. The country is now Spindle Tuber Virus has ·been_ 4* admitted free at the door 1f they and bad points. Elected school ~ Being leap-year means more better off than iteverhasbeen.lf located (having been lost for so * show their ID cards. Th_e officials have never peen very 
...- than just having the Misses and you don't believe it, ask the many years.) (They were _looking ~- Coffeehouse will be open at 9 p.m., attractive to me. The appointe~ 
{+ Ms's do the asking. It also brings Soviet Union. She sends them for that when I was a kid.) The .....- m the Multi Purpose Room after the commissioner was a good pomt, 
{I} about the advent of International enough equipment to keep them virus is responsible for making :* show. The. "Fantasticks:' last he said. 
{+ Try ant's Week, which falls every ahead of Detroit. potatoes spindly and tu bey (I * perf onnance ·~ Saturday ~ght at On the other sid~, Hall e~pre;;sed 
~ four years on the second week in . surmise). Now that it has been ;+ 8: 30 m the Engmeenng Auditonu171. concern at the pohtical 1mplicat10ns ~ February, which this is ,still. TAURUS: located we can all enjoy spindly ...""-. A form of Kaleidoscope will of the recommendation. "There is 
{+ (You've got to admit, thats an Grape Day in the Morning! and t~bey potatoes. (I just .....- probably be repeated next year, an awful lot of politics in the 
{+ i n t e re sting 1 y constructed Che Guevara Jives! Don't buy thought you would like to be * induding some big name perf orm~rs, present system{ but this would _h~ve 
{I} sentence.) (See Letters to the · raisins. Give a dime to some privy to that information.) ;+ musicals and other musical allowed even more pohtical 
~ Editor on Page 2, under the mother's friend, then he'll be SCORPIO: ;+ productions. tampering," said Hall. 
~ "~ery~~~A~ti~·~~~J yomM~~~~ You would have ~~-""------------------------------, * At any rate, since I am likely to be Mussolini. Both of you are kind :!I: T k • 
* the only one, I will observe the GEMINI: . till of greasy, and slow of mind. The ~ a e It. out * dubious week by reading the stars Rumor has it that Hitler 15 s only real difference is that he ;+ .... ?h(!,. 
i+ .. they relate to various popular aliv•, and teaching class•s in mad• it big whil• being a jerk, but * , ( or eat with us I * tyrants. Human Behavior at Cal Tech. ~ou are doomed to stay a nothing ;+ ·DE LI· 
..s,,_ PISCES: CANCER: Jerk. Q 
~ SAGITTARIUS: ?J HOUSE * Pisces this week is in memory Dr Antonio de Oliveira ;+
{I} of Batista, the great liberator of Salazar, in spite of strong beliefs See Scorpio for last week. * .._.o+-._.....-::De'L•CAT~ssE~·SANow1cM SMCP * human souls who endeavored to to the contrary, was not Russian. * 
h.ot cuban ...... . • 79 ' 
hot pastrami . . . . . . 79 • 
corned beef ....... 79 
Bar-B-Oue 
beef or pork .... 79 k keep free Cuba from the hands of Most Russians don't have heart CAPRICORN: Q HOMEMADE ~the evil Communists, in spite of problems. _You are the type who ?J (eaturin.f,!. 
~American intervention. Avoicj all would cut your hair rather than Herro! Rots of R~ck, yanh~ee it} SOUPS • .SANDWICHES • SALADS ham & chee5e ...... 79 
~ wash it dog. Hope your washmg mac me Q &AAR a.N· VILLAGE short carpet salesmen. . breaks down. Did you know that ?J SERl\ilKR . 
ham ............. 69 
111m1111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111nnnnnmn1nmnmomm111mmmmmmnmm1tmmmmmiHirohito was made emperor on ~ ALOMA J'.\T 436 WINTER PARK, FLORIDA 
Christmas Day? (It didn't make ?j" 671-3181 10 AM. 8 PM 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
for sale personal 
mi111111111111111111111111111111111l111u11i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Dark wood Spinet--$225 or best Happy Valentine's Day to my Big 
offer. 671-7119. Sis, Daryl, from Jan. 
New house, 3-bedroom, 11/2 bqths, 
centra_I he_at.. FTU ar_ea. Happy Valentine's ~ay to my Big 
Conventional fmancmg. I mmed1ate Sis Trippie from Shella. 
o c c u p a n c y • C a I I R i c ha rd· ' 
Coppenhaver,647-4388. _..:.._ ___________ ~ 
,1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Nancy and Lee, 
he Ip-wanted Happy Hearts and Flow_ers Day, 
good friends. And up with those 11111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 corners, Nancy! 
Part-time jobs. Bestline Products; ' 
sales, management--respons!ble Love, 
positions. $75-100/wk & flexible maj (I'm smiling) 
hours. Call for appt: J. M. Walker 
647-8093._ 
Happy Valentine's Day to Connie 
Someone to do light housework Graham from her little sis. And to 
(dusting, vacuuming, etc.) 1 day a Patty Connor, too, because she -
week-any day Monday through doesn't have a little sis. 




se rv 1 c es •1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
·1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m1111111111111 New . 2"bedroom duplexes, 4 .mi. N 
TYPING: For expert typing and of 1FTU in Oviedo. $150/m?. 
advice on almost all phases of includes carpets, central heat & air, 
researching and writing papers, c.all appliances & drapes. RIDGEWOOD 
Susan at 275-2865 from 8 a.m. to 5 VILLAGE 365-3721. · 
p.m. . m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11 
FTU student -with commerical pjlot Wanted 
license needs to b7u/ihld ucp timt e.tFSlyk~pt m11111111111•1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m11111111111111 cost--as low as $ r. on ac 1 
Pfeiffer671-7257. · Organizing rock group. N~eded: 
bass lead & organ Call lkeSpmosat 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,85 l.~2Ll26 betwee,.; 9 anrf 10 p.m. . 
a U t 0 s G iris and guys to model local 
m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111rn11111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111 fashions for Fu TU re fa sh ion ad~. 
Students or staff looking for fun and 
1969 Chevy Nova $1399-Ask f~~ experience rather than monetary 
Mr. Spring. 1966 Plymou rewards, please send J?hoto, weight, 
$399--Ask for Mr. Summer. Art and clothing size with name and 
Grindle Dodge. ohone 299-1129. phone number to FuTUre office, LR 
'7l Maverick. Blue, standard shift, ..::2~1.::.5.:.· ------------.._.-
radio and heater. Must sell. Take Must find good home for my best 
over payments. Call 273-2299 after friend: 8 months old, male puppy-1/2 
Lab. 112 Pointer, short hair, full of 
_n..:.D_._m_. __ ~--------:-:- affection & energy. A.ny.one 
'66 Barracuda Formula "s,:· interested in adopting this lovable 
4-speed, Holley, Edelbrock, Korn. friend please call Prudy Krohne at 
Looks like new. Runs quicker! 831-6i01 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or 
644-8755. 644-0490 after 6 o.rn. 
much difference to them.) 4* 
Specializing in Buffet Catering Yugoslavia can keep Tito. A~oid ;+ 
angry Hungarians. Good mght, ;+ 
Chet. - L-------~.....,~~~========== 
Open Sun. 10:00- 6:00 
